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Your Controller or CFO comes to you and says “I have a $30,000 decrease
in our Commercial Insurance”
As a business owner, how do you respond? Do you question it?
Very often, the business costs of not being properly insured are significantly
higher than the cost of the insurance itself. You might be saving yourself
$30,000 now, and costing the business millions down the road. Claims
can go uncovered and employees treated poorly, thus creating significant
business disruption.
Here are some questions you should ask in this situation.
How‘s that kind of drop in price possible?
Is the new carrier knowledgeable about your industry and class of
business?
Does the new agent and carrier typically write coverage for your class
of business? Can they provide examples and references?
Do you know the strength of the relationship between the new agent
and carrier?
These are all questions that need answers before you make the decision
to jump to the new carrier.
For those of you who are already asking these questions, props to you.

Yo u m i g h t b e s a v i n g
yourself $30,000
now, and costing the
business millions
down the road.
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For those of you who are not, keep reading.
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Commercial Insurance is highly nuanced when it comes to the various
policies utilized and how the parts of each policy interact with one another
to address your exposures. Within these policies are two key pieces
called exclusions and endorsements. Think of an exclusion as taking
coverage away and an endorsement as giving coverage back. We will
use these exclusions in our examples later. We frequently see carriers
quote a low price but include exclusions that leave coverage gaps not
worth the savings.
Where do you find these exclusions and endorsements?
You will find these exclusions and endorsements toward the end of the
policy. Take a look at the first 3-10 pages of the policy and seek out the
page that has a title similar to “Forms and Endorsements Schedule”. This
will give you an easy to read, table of contents format of the endorsements
and exclusions in your policy.
It is absolutely essential that you read through these exclusions and
endorsements to see which of your daily operating activities, or future
operating activities, are covered and which are not.
To put it mildly, the life of your business may depend on it.
If you have a serious claim that is excluded in your policy, you will be the
person or organization that the plaintiff turns to when seeking damages.
Your Insurance carrier(s) will back away immediately if coverage is not
provided within the policy.

It is ab so l utel y essential that you
read thro ug h these excl usio ns and
t he l ife of your busine ss may
de pe nd on it.
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Now that you have more of an understanding of what you are buying, or
possibly not buying, let’s take a look at an example that my team and I have
encountered recently. Two exclusions in a General Contractor’s General
Liability policy could have halted operation had we not spotted them.

Exclusion #1:
Designated Work Exclusion: states that the carrier will not provide coverage
for projects/work in the state of Arkansas.
Problem: The General Contractor was about to start work in Arkansas.
They would not have been covered in Arkansas for any work that they
engaged in due to this exclusion.

Exclusion #2:
Designated Residential Work Exclusion: states that the carrier will not
provide coverage for new construction of “appurtenant structures” within
a residential community
Problem: The General Contractor had done the ground-up build of a
fitness center for a residential community (think fitness area of your
apartment building). Had any property damage or bodily injury occurred
at the jobsite, and the General Contractor been found to be at fault, they
would have been on the hook for the total loss and potentially have gone
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out of business had the uncovered loss been severe enough.
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A few other questions you need to address when switching carriers:
Have you utilized claims specialists and loss control representatives in
your time with your current carrier?
Have you liked these individuals and enjoyed working with them?
Have your employees liked these individuals and enjoyed working with
them?
If your answers are yes, maybe those relationships should factor in to
your decision of whether or not to switch carriers.
At the end of the day, keep an open, constant line of communication with
your agent.

Look b eyo n d t h e
numbers.

Don’t make a decision solely on price. Look beyond the numbers.

Should you have any questions or comments, feel free to reach out to
Miles Schmidt at miles@sspins.com or via LinkedIn.

Miles Schmidt provides insurance and risk management solutions to construction, manufacturing,
and non-profit entities. Miles maintains his Construction Risk and Insurance Specialist (CRIS)
designation and is currently working toward his Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter
(CPCU) designation.
Sterling Seacrest Partners, Inc. is a privately held, partner owned insurance brokerage and consulting
firm serving a wide range of clients with complex property and casualty, employee benefit, and personal insurance
needs. Sterling Seacrest Partners is comprised of a diverse group of professionals with backgrounds in underwriting,
claims management, risk management consulting, employee benefits consulting and retail insurance brokerage. Driven
by a “client first” business philosophy, Sterling Seacrest Partners provides tailored insurance and consulting solutions
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from its office across the Southeast to companies with locations throughout the country and abroad.

